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TA551/Shathak is a sophisticated cybercrime actor targeting end-
users on a global scale. The group has distributed different malware 
families over time, but consistently used password-protected ZIP 
archives containing macro-enabled Office documents. Previous 
families distributed have included Ursnif and Valak, with IcedID 
distribution starting in summer 2020.

The group’s targeting is typically based on geography or language 
and is generally widespread across a range of end-users and 
organizations. It is likely that there is overlap between the creators 
of the Ursnif, Valak and IcedID malware families, and historically 
there has been shared command and control infrastructure between 
variants. From the collaboration between families, information 
left in files and the arrests of members of other similar gangs, it is 
considered likely that these malware campaigns originate in the 
Russian-speaking cybercrime community, although evidence such as 
file artefacts is often unreliable. 

In November 2020, they sent a campaign of phishing emails 
targeting Japanese-speaking users. These emails had malicious 
attachments that, if opened and executed, resulted in an IcedId 
infection. 

IcedID is a highly capable trojan, originally aimed at extracting 
banking information but is now highly versatile and gives its 
operators complete access to the victim machine. 
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The Mimecast Threat Research Team has observed multiple TA551/
Shathak campaigns over recent months. TA551/Shathak spoofs 
legitimate email chains and subjects using mailbox data scraped 
from previously infected clients. It sends copies of these email 
chains to senders and recipients from the original email chain, 
attaching a password protected ZIP file. The password protected 
ZIP attachments contain a Microsoft Office file with macros to install 
malware. This typically generates a URL ending with “.cab” that 
returns a binary.

Prior to April 2020, the most common malware downloaded from 
files associated with TA551/Shathak was Gozi. Since April 2020, the 
most common malware associated with TA551/Shathak have been 
Valak and IcedID.

In November 2020, a low-volume email campaign originating from 
previously compromised Japanese based clients was detected. 
This campaign targeted 40 Mimecast customers across a variety 
of sectors, based predominantly in the U.S. and the UK. The emails 
contained a ZIP file attachment with a malicious payload that was 
shared with Nettitude for deeper analysis, revealing a complex 
delivery chain designed to deliver sophisticated malware.

Figure 1. TA551/Shathak malicious email detections by Mimecast SEG. Figure 2. Screenshot of an email utilized in  
this campaign

Mimecast Threat Research
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Technical Deep Dive 
with Nettitude
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Mimecast provided Nettitude with a Microsoft Word Document 
extracted from the recent campaign. Metadata analysis suggests that 
the document was automatically generated (having a zero-minute 
edit time) using Microsoft Office 2016 on a machine running in a 
Russian locale. It should be emphasized that the metadata in this 
context is easy to manipulate and cannot be relied upon.

Upon opening the document, the user is presented with a single 
page that contains an image. The image contains Japanese text 
which leads the user to enable “macros” (a feature that allows the 
document to execute custom embedded code). If the document is 
opened with macros enabled, or the user follows the embedded 
instructions to enable them, the embedded code extracts and loads 
a malicious HTA application.

The HTA application will download and execute further malicious 
code from a URL that is encoded within the HTA’s body content. 
We were not able to obtain a copy of the this code as the URL 
embedded within our document no longer appears to be active; we 
were however able to locate samples that were previously issued 
by the URL, and based second stage analysis off this file with the 
understanding that the payload may have changed, or that payloads 
may be selectively distributed to victims based on profiling.

In technical terms, the initial sample provided to Nettitude is a 
“dropper,” whose responsibility is to establish a foothold on a 
target, then retrieve and execute a “second stage.” This is a common 
structure for malware of all levels of complexity. This dropper is 
specifically designed to run on Microsoft Windows and does not 
appear to contain any “exotic” material.

Technical Summary
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DOC/X Observations 

The document contained within the ZIP 
file is labelled as a DOC file but is actually 
a DOCX. DOCX files are word processing 
documents commonly associated with the 
Microsoft Office productivity suite. DOCX 
files are actually structured as a ZIP archive, 
which contain several files that together 
compose the documents’ contents. Most of 
the contained files are structured as XML 
documents.

Nettitude analysed the content of these 
XML documents, identified the following 
XML attributes and made the following 
observations.

Analysis

Notes

All notes are subject to the significant caveat that these meta-properties are easy 
to manipulate, and alterations or misdirection should be expected for a significant 
adversary. The XML attributes suggests/reveals the following:
• The document was made using Microsoft Word 2016.
• The document was automatically generated having two saves over a zero-minute 

editing time. 
• The software was configured for the Russian locale.
• A Russian email address was given as the last editor.

docProps\core.xml
/cp:coreProperties/cp:category Encoded malicious payload 

16,970 characters
/cp:coreProperties/dc:creator spweqt
/cp:coreProperties/cp:lastModifiedBy	 alexpetrenko@mail.ru
/cp:coreProperties/dcterms:created 2020-11-04T20:37:00Z
/cp:coreProperties/dcterms:modified	 2020-11-04T20:37:00Z
docProps\app.xml
/Properties/Application Microsoft Office Word
/Properties/AppVersion 16.0000
word\settings.xml
/w:settings/w:themeFontLang w:val=”ru-RU”
word\styles.xml
/w:styles/w:docDefaults/w:rPrDefault/w:rPr/w:lang w:val=”ru-RU”

Notable XML
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Dropper Presentation and Behaviour 
 
The dropper arrives in an encrypted ZIP file as an email attachment. The contents of the email contain the ZIP file’s password and 
a lure for the victim which instructs them to decrypt and open the attached document. An example of the email is shown below as 
provided by Mimecast; Nettitude has not received, nor examined, the original email or its content. It is assumed that the mail has 
mitigations in place to avoid spam and virus scanning. The password protected ZIP of which is likely one part of this mechanism.

The text loosely translates (from Japanese) as: 

Good morning

Please check the attached file.

ZIP file decompression password: 6488912

The text loosely translates (from Japanese) as: 

The document was created with the help of previous versions 
of Microsoft Office Word.

If you would like to view or collect this document, please click 
the “Enable Editing” button in the top bar, then click “Enable 
Content.”

Microsoft Word will often require manual confirmation from a user before running macros. This is done by presenting a bar across the 
top of the document informing users of the risk and asking them to click a button within the bar to enable such content. Many users 
are not familiar with the terminology used or the potential impacts of enabling document macros, and this content is designed to guide 
such victims to allow it to run.

If macros are permitted to run, this document contains hooks that cause them to be invoked when the document is opened.1 This will 
also be invoked when the user first enables macros as the document is re-opened.

1. https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office/vba/word/concepts/customizing-word/auto-macros
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The macros’ content is obfuscated, a practice 
of specifically making code hard to read and 
understand. This is often done automatically 
after the original code is written, rather than 
as part of the development process. This 
allows each instance or version to generate 
vastly different content, which can hinder 
analysis and prevent automated detection. 
There is no fixed method for doing this, and 
the difficulty in circumventing obfuscation 
can range massively. 
 
Among other techniques, these are the 
most	common	applied	by	this	specific	VBA	
document.

Interlacing large volumes of nonsensical 
in-line comments. These clutter the interface 
and make reading the code more difficult. 
As malware authors rarely include helpful 
information in this context – it’s often safe to 
remove them before starting analysis. 

Removing any layout / structure such as 
indentation or spacing that is usually used 
to make reading the code significantly more 
“readable.” This is relatively easily fixable with 
a code “formatter” in most IDEs.

Functions and variables are overly 
“extracted” and given random names to 
make their usage harder to infer.

Fixed	values	are	modified	such that you 
need to “unwind” them before they are used. 
Most numbers require at least one operation 
to resolve them. Strings will be reversed or 
encoded.

NOP (No Operation) functions are inserted 
which have literally no impact and serve only 
as dead-ends and to waste time.
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The embedded VBA will attempt to read the “category” metadata 
property from the DOCX which contains an encoded payload. It will 
decode the content and write it to disk. The decoder for this content 
is as follows (partially de-obfuscated):

Which can be more fully de-obfuscated to:

This is a ROT-13 cipher which impacts the A-Z character ranges only (the variable rotations account for wrapping over non-impacted 
characters ranges). This can be summarized with the following map:

Character In Range (ASCII)
ROT(ation) Key

From To
0x00, 0, NULL 0x40, 64, @ +0x00, 0

0x41, 65, A 0x50, 80, P +0x0D, +13

0x51, 81, Q 0x5A, 90, Z -0x0D, -13

0x5B, 91, [ 0x60, 96, ` +0x00, 0

0x61, 97, a 0x63, 99, c -0x0D, -13

0x64, 100, d 0x70, 112, p +0x0D, +13

0x71, 113, q 0x7A, 122, z -0x0D, -13

0x7B, 123, { 0xFF, 255, ÿ +0x00, 0
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The resulting content is an HTML document which contains 
obfuscated JavaScript and VBScript. This is written to “in.html” in the 
current user’s temporary directory. This is then invoked with a copy 
of “mshta.exe” that is also dropped into the temporary directory as 
“in.com”.

The content of this document is weakly obfuscated.  
It uses three methods:

• Randomizing variable names.

• Interlacing variable declarations that are never used beyond a 
single operation.

• Dynamically generating a function at runtime from the contents 
of an encoded variable.

The content of this variable is decoded in two parts; the first part is 
the following function:
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This is a JavaScript implementation of the standard BASE64 decoding 
algorithm. It is unclear as to why the native JavaScript atob() method 
was not used, but maybe to ensure that targets running IE9 and 
lower are supported (mshta.exe uses the instance of Internet 
Explorer that is currently installed on the victim PC – the atob() 
method was introduced to IE in version 10 – released late 2012).

It’s also notable that this is the only part payload that isn’t obfuscated 
in any way, suggesting that it was most likely incorporated into 
the source code as a later development stage (thus missing any 
automated obfuscation mechanisms).

This results in a string that is cluttered with “gpds” strings, which are 
removed with:

This contains the final JS payload that is used to download and save 
the “second stage” as “temp.tmp” and executes it using regsvr32. 
The URL fed to this payload is itself encoded using a reversed 
BASE64 encoded string. The decoded content also has its own 
implementation of the BASE64 decode algorithm which appears to 
have been copy/pasted from the top level HTA.

Here, the JavaScript writes the payload to the registry (1), which is 
then loaded in VBScript (2) and the registry key deleted (3), before 
switching back to JS to decode it (4). The purpose of this switch or 
writing the payload in then out of the registry is unclear; it may be an 
obfuscation technique, or an attempt to ensure the target is running 
Windows. It has no impact on the overall execution as has been 
factored out in our decoded version of the HTA in the document 
appendix.

Another interesting aspect of the HTA is a swap from JavaScript to 
VBScript. This is done midway through the code, where the following 
hand-off happens:
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Second Stage Analysis 

At the time of analysis, the domain we extracted from the sample 
was in a state of “clientHold.” This status is often used when a 
domain has been suspended for violations of terms of service. 
In this state, DNS resolution is not supported. As such, we were 
unable to contact the server hosting the second stage. However, 
using IOCs from the document supplied, Nettitude was able 
to identify several other samples in public malware analysis 
sandboxes bearing a strong resemblance.  
 
We believe these to be the same malware for  
the following reasons:
• The delivery mechanism for these samples were 
       Word documents, with similar metadata properties and  
       identical body content (the same Japanese image message).
• The Word Documents contained payloads that were 

obfuscated using the same programmatic styles, mechanisms 
and layout.

• The decoded payloads resulted in identical underlying
       behaviour in terms of naming conventions of files dropped  
       and mechanisms used to write and execute files.
• Whilst most instances had a unique URL, they all conformed
       to a standard pattern and were registered within a close  
       consecutive timeframe by the same registrar.

Several of the domains identified were still in an “active” 
DNS state and running on the assumption this was the same 
“campaign” Nettitude attempted to access these resources. We 
assumed that the second-stage payload may be protected from 
direct download. This is often done to hinder incident response, 
ensure compromised hosts are appropriate for the intended pay-
out, and limit malware exposure to avoid detection and attention. 
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Most attempts to access these URLs resulted in either the DNS 
giving no route to the victim, or an HTTP response that redirected 
to the hosting provider’s “suspended” page. Nettitude believes 
these hosts to now be shut down and inactive. However, Nettitude 
was able to identify and interact with one of the malware delivery 
platforms.  As previously discussed, various methods were 
attempted to ensure our HTTP request matched a valid victim, 
however we were unable to get the gateway to release the second 
stage. Our best guess at this current time is that our IP was being 
filtered either as the target for the campaign was more region 
specific, or as all our requests originated from a datacenter rather 
than a more domestic IP range.

However, by forcing a genuine 404 message from the target 
server and comparing it to the response of the gateway, we are 
confident that the endpoint touched was functional, and we 
were being screened out. Furthermore, we can also be relatively 
confident that the gateway is written in PHP. Significant items in 
the HTTP responses have been highlighted below that support 
this assessment – with red elements only present in the gateway 
response and green elements significant in the genuine 404 
response.

When requesting the second stage we considered the 
following factors:
Protections Mitigations
GeoFencing: the practice 
of preventing access to the 
payload from geographic 
regions outside your intended 
target.

Based on the content of the 
email, and having no further 
information, we’ve assumed 
the intended target was 
Japanese. As such we used 
Virtual Machines located 
in Tokyo to make the HTTP 
requests.

HTTP Analysis: various 
elements of the HTTP headers 
sent with a request can be used 
to profile a target; this includes, 
but isn’t limited to: the user-
agent (which can identify the 
software running on the client), 
the client’s preferred language, 
or even the order in which 
headers are presented.

We used both a Windows 
host and Linux host to make 
requests. Where the Linux 
host was attempted, raw 
sockets were used to explicitly 
control how the HTTP request 
was formed and handled.

TCP analysis: the manner 
in which the TCP stream is 
managed (the way in which two 
computers use the network 
to communicate with each 
other) can be used to profile a 
participant’s operating system.
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It should be noted that:

• The gateway adds a header that indicates it was generated by 
running through the PHP scripting engine (specifically version 
7.2.34).

• The gateway responds with an HTTP/200 response header, 
which is given when a URL successfully resolves to a resource, 
even though the content is designed to mimic that returned 
when a page is not found (which you would expect to 
accompany an HTTP/404 response header).

• A request for a genuinely missing resource yields an 
HTTP/404 response header as expected, and does not have 
the HTTP header indicating it was translated by the PHP 
engine.

• The page content types differ; this is significant as it further 
re-enforces the idea that the gateway page is returning the 
default encoding for the PHP engine (UTF-8) whereas the 404-
page is returning the default encoding for the HTTP server 
software (iso-8859-1).

The genuine 404 error message also includes a footer attributing 
the server software and host OS.

When requesting the second stage we  
considered the following factors:
Gateway Response Genuine 404
HTTP/1.1 200 OK

Date: Fri, 13 Nov 2020 13:19:59 GMT

Server: Apache/2.2.15 (CentOS)

X-Powered-By: PHP/7.2.34

Content-Length: 204

Connection: close

Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC “-//IETF//DTD 
HTML 2.0//EN”>

<html><head>

<title>404 Not Found</title>

</head><body>

<h1>Not Found</h1>

<p>The requested URL “xrei4” was not 
found on this server.</p>

</body></html>

HTTP/1.1 404 Not Found

Date: Fri, 13 Nov 2020 14:25:12 GMT

Server: Apache/2.2.15 (CentOS)

Content-Length: 282

Connection: close

Content-Type: text/html; 
charset=iso-8859-1

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC “-//IETF//
DTD HTML 2.0//EN”>

<html><head>

<title>404 Not Found</title>

</head><body>

<h1>Not Found</h1>

<p>The requested URL /error was 
not found on this server.</p>

<hr>

<address>Apache/2.2.15 (CentOS) 
Server at table4920.com Port 80</
address>

</body></html>
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DLL Analysis

The second stage retrieved from the essay976[dot]com URL is a 32-
bit Windows DLL, which is called from the JavaScript using regsvr32. 
This results in the DLL’s DLLRegisterServer export being called, which 
unpacks the main payload into memory and executes it in a new 
thread. It appears that the packing mechanisms for the second-stage 
DLL change frequently, with other mechanisms using rundll32 to call 
a specific export. 

The unpacked DLL stores its configuration as an encoded data 
structure in memory. Nettitude was able to reverse engineer  
the encoding and decode the list of CnC servers:

 
There is a combination of legitimate support sites  
(e.g. support.apple.com), with one CnC server 
(argentinocapuccho[dot]cyou). The DLL uses the WinHTTP API 
to connect to each site in turn, with a five second sleep between 
attempts. If the body of the response contains url(“<url>”) (a CSS 
statement) or src=”<url>” (usually a JavaScript include) then the value 
is extracted and used as a path for a second request, as seen in the 
CnC response below:

If the domain is marked in the configuration file, then a call-back function is registered that adds a cookie to the request containing a 
set of information about the machine:

Cookie variable Value

__gads First dword of configuration:flag:dword used to save png file:uptime:number of 
processes

_gat Windows version information
_ga Processor information
_u Machine name and Username
__io Derived from SID
_gid Derived from machine MAC address
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It’s worth noting that as well as processor information such as the 
vendor, the _ga cookie also contains a timing check that  
could be used by the CnC server to detect requests from virtual 
machines.  
 
This works by running a loop sixteen times that:

• Uses the rdtsc instruction to get the number of cycles that elapse 
between two consecutive instructions

• Uses the rdtsc instruction to get the number of cycles that elapse 
when calling the cpuid instruction

In a malicious PNG file, the remainder of the IDAT section will contain 
a 32-bit hash value, a single-byte key-length and the RC-4 encrypted 
payload. The key is supplied in two ways:

• If the key-length is zero, the 32-bit value used to save the png file 
(the third element of the __gads cookie value) is used as the key

• If the key-length is non-zero it gives a number of bytes to extract 
as the key before the encrypted payload starts.  

The total time spent calling cpuid is then divided by the total time 
without the call. Because the cpuid instruction requires a context 
switch to the hypervisor it will take many more cycles to execute 
than on a physical machine, meaning that the division will result in a 
large number. The result of the division is provided to the CnC server 
in the cookie so it could decide whether or not to serve a second 
stage payload if the value is large.

Nettitude was unable to connect to the argentinocapuccho[dot]cyou 
server to retrieve the background.png file. However, it was possible 
to obtain PNG files from other CnC servers with similar domains 
seen in campaigns around the same time. 

The	loader	is	expecting	to	receive	a	PNG	file,	which	it	will	parse	
for the IDAT header:
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In practice, it appears that the background.png file is encrypted with the filename value from the cookie, and later stages are encrypted with 
a fixed key. This allows the operator to serve up different files (perhaps based on OS version) as part of the initial infection chain, while not 
needing to re-encrypt static modules delivered later. 

This algorithm closely matches previously documented examples of the IcedID extraction process (the sample Nettitude examined 
on	the	left,	a	previous	sample	reviewed	by	MalwareBytes	on	the	right):

The decrypted data is hashed using the FNV hash algorithm, and the results compared to the dword extracted from 
immediately after the IDAT PNG header identifier. If the hash does not match, the cycle of contacting the CnC servers 
resumes until the malware receives a file that passes the check. 

A simple python script to decrypt the PNG files is in the appendices.
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It is also worth noting that the decrypted PNG file will also be saved 
to the %TEMP% directory with a filename derived from the system 
uptime (format string “~%u.tmp”), where it can be used to reload 
the trojan after system reboot. To facilitate this, the DLL is also 
capable of loading the PNG stage from disk if passed the ‘-id=’ 
parameter on the command line:

However, this function is expecting the image file to be completely 
self-contained and inject itself into another process, so attempting to 
load the first-stage PNG file with this method will fail. 

The decrypted PNG payload contains a custom ‘header,’ some 
shellcode and another DLL file. The header file contains size 
information (an offset to the start of the shellcode, and a shellcode 
length), as well as symbol information that is used to resolve 
functions needed to load the shellcode. 

The VirtualAlloc and VirtualProtect symbols are resolved and used 
to allocate some memory. The shellcode from the decoded PNG is 
then copied to this memory region. It’s marked as executable and 
the shellcode is executed. 

The shellcode is split into two parts, with an initial loader stub 
that resolves a set of symbols found in another custom symbol 
table at the end of the shellcode:

Once the DLLs have been loaded and symbols resolved, the second 
portion of the shellcode and the data it needs are loaded into 
memory and executed. This	section	first	checks	whether	the	
process has administrative rights, and if it does, attempts to 
evade Windows Defender using three mechanisms:

Using WMI and the root\Microsoft\Windows\Defender namespace to 
add exclusions for .exe and .dll files.

If that fails:

• Stop the Defender service.

• Add a registry key that excludes .exe and .dll files.

If this is successful, the main body of the payload is extracted to 
%TEMP% as a numbered file (e.g. ~834140.dll), and depending on 
a flag at offset 0xd the file is executed as either a DLL (using the 
method name at offset 0x4e - LoadLibraryA) or an executable (using 
the method at offset 0x38 – CreateProcessA).
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In this case, the main PNG payload was a DLL, and so it is loaded 
with LoadLibraryA. 

Again, the DLL contained in the PNG file is packed, so the first step 
is extraction in memory. Once this has taken place, the DLL decodes 
its configuration and attempts to connect to another CnC server 
to obtain a second PNG payload – in this case from the domains 
nawserty8[.]club and defeodallio[.]cyou. The request is made using 
the hard-coded path /image/?id=01152, where the id parameter 
is again derived from the computer’s CPU capabilities and timing 
information. As an alternative to the CnC download, the DLL will also 
attempt to load the PNG payload from C:\Users\<username>\Local\
{GUID}\Ogojguac.png. 

Once this second PNG payload is loaded, it is decrypted using the 
same mechanism as above (RC4 encryption with an 8-byte key). It is 
again copied into memory, and the shellcode it contains loaded into 
memory and executed.

The shellcode does its own symbol resolution, launches msiexec and 
injects itself into that process. This now forms the main body of the 
IcedID payload. 

Persistence

The final IcedID payload establishes persistence by writing itself to 
C:\Users\<username>\Local\{GUID}\<username>\Tioswe.dll and 
creating a scheduled task to execute this at log on and every hour. 

Capabilities

The IcedID payload is highly capable and can capture a wide range 
of information (e.g. browser information, email credentials etc.), as 
well as act as a general purpose remote access trojan allowing the 
operators to run arbitrary commands on the infected machine. 
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Mitre TTPs
Maldoc Dropper TTPs. The following TTPs have been identified for the maldoc dropper.

T1583 (Resource Development) 
Acquire Infrastructure

001   Domains 
 

 
003  
Virtual Private 
Server

Maldoc files will reach out to a domain to retrieve the second stage. The domain is 
registered ahead of time and appears to be used until it is burnt. Domains in this 
specific campaign follow a fixed pattern of: [english-word]([0-9]{4}).com.

 
Maldoc contacts a malware delivery platform written in PHP that determines whether 
to release the second stage to the caller. This is hosted on systems in data centers that 
are assumed to be VPS.

T1566 (Initial Access) 
Phishing

N/A Maldoc sends a phishing email that contains a malicious attachment containing  
the dropper.

T1059 (Execution) 
Command and Scripting 
Interpreter

005  Visual Basic 
 
005  Visual Basic 
 
007  JavaScript/
JScript

Maldoc uses VBA macros inside a DOCX document to start the dropper process.

Maldoc makes use of VBScript in an HTA as part of the dropper process responsible 
for retrieving the second stage.

Maldoc makes use of JavaScript in an HTA as part of the dropper process responsible 
for retrieving the second stage.

T1204 (Execution) 
User Execution

002  Malicious File Maldoc requires the user to open the content of the email. In context, this requires 
multiple elements of consent; extracting the ZIP file, opening the file and (likely) 
approving macros to run.

T1140 (Defense Evasion)  
Deobfuscate/Decode Files or 
Information

N/A Maldoc uses various code obfuscation methods and hides its HTA application in a 
partially ROT13 encoded DOCX meta property.

T1218 (Defense Evasion) 
Signed Binary Proxy Execution

010  Regsvr32 Maldoc regsvr32 to execute the second stage payload retrieved from the malware 
distribution platform.

T1071  (Command and Control) 
Application Layer Protocol 

001  Web Protocols Maldoc communicates with a malware delivery platform using standard HTTP to 
acquire the second stage.

IcedID TTPs. Existing IcedID TTPs can be found online at: https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0483/

Technical Details / IOC

https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0483/
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Key Files

%TEMP%\in.com
MD5 [same as %WINDIR%\system32\mshta.exe” on victim]
SHA1 [same as %WINDIR%\system32\mshta.exe” on victim]
SHA256 [same as %WINDIR%\system32\mshta.exe” on victim]
SHA512 [same as %WINDIR%\system32\mshta.exe” on victim]
SSDEEP [same as %WINDIR%\system32\mshta.exe” on victim]
Notes: 

• Content decoded from document property “category”  
DOCX/docProps/core.xml, /cp:coreProperties/cp:category

• Decoder in VBA - reference aV6oCD.bas:60 (Sub aHbmL) 
Deobfuscated at vbaProject.bin-human:11 (file_content_deobfs)

• Encoded content is ROT13-derived transformation.
• This file is not removed; unless further execution stages clean it up, 

this will remain on disk.

 

https[colon]//argentinocapuccho[dot]cyou/background.png 
Notes: Derived from second stage DLL. 

https[colon]//nawserty8[dot]club/image/?id=XXXXXX 
Notes: Location of final stage (contained within encrypted PNG).

https[colon]//favoritsports.by 
Notes: Connected to by final stage. URL path not captured.

Network Addresses 
 
http[colon]//essay9763[dot]com/update/
VdlYZWmUkwXoKhIdRUkaZHUscJPjPFcbVOV_
cJwtroxpqerBjrQHjkKwOyxuXaM_Kbfrb/iuyala11 
Notes: URL determined by static analysis – we were unable to retrieve 
this payload ourselves as the domain had become non-functional, 
however we did find a sandbox which retrieved content from the 
endpoint on which we based further analysis. 
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%TEMP%\in.html
MD5 5ac88f05af95156193bb90eba5e36cd4
SHA1 2f49202b64ecec3fc5fe1d18dff4a28d04ee8bdf
SHA256 da4881df4bdc32de6884aa1809e6a8b308e4a96b94692f43aed6645eb75e46ba
SHA512 75086cd2ef8ceb5e4c8f7247a361813fe833db2e9e61c2ba5a6b73a18291c1f0e0e92 

a9866ea5d64d860b185d5abb102957f1455bfb0a4864be18ef1ce8c0493
SSDEEP 6144:c7KnP8nFDEO3XOAZooWh0IFZVgaFe18Q:cgP8npEO3XOAQFZY
Notes: 

• Pulled from malware URL  
essay9763[dot]com/update/VdlYZWmUkwXoKhIdRUkaZHUscJPjPFcbVOV_cJwtroxpqerBjrQHjkKwOyxuXaM_Kbfrb/iuyala11

• Written to disk and immediately executed: “regsvr32 %TEMP%\temp.tmp”.
• This file is not removed; unless further execution stages clean it up, this will remain on disk. 

%TEMP%\temp.tmp
MD5 5ac88f05af95156193bb90eba5e36cd4
SHA1 2f49202b64ecec3fc5fe1d18dff4a28d04ee8bdf
SHA256 da4881df4bdc32de6884aa1809e6a8b308e4a96b94692f43aed6645eb75e46ba
SHA512 75086cd2ef8ceb5e4c8f7247a361813fe833db2e9e61c2ba5a6b73a18291c1f0e0e92 

a9866ea5d64d860b185d5abb102957f1455bfb0a4864be18ef1ce8c0493
SSDEEP 6144:c7KnP8nFDEO3XOAZooWh0IFZVgaFe18Q:cgP8npEO3XOAQFZY
Notes: 

• Pulled from malware URL  
essay9763[dot]com/update/VdlYZWmUkwXoKhIdRUkaZHUscJPjPFcbVOV_cJwtroxpqerBjrQHjkKwOyxuXaM_Kbfrb/iuyala11

• Written to disk and immediately executed: “regsvr32 %TEMP%\temp.tmp”.
• This file is not removed; unless further execution stages clean it up, this will remain on disk.
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%TEMP%\~%u.dll (e.g. ~834140.dll)
MD5 5ac88f05af95156193bb90eba5e36cd4
SHA1 17f8f075f423736f9ac5a086b4bb65ebffbc8b7c
SHA256 4774760a6585eb7cd420c5928554f7c77f2e753f66cccf67c9e8e8ade20c00b2
SHA512 4a83ecba9710b32758cbb06bc8d958e9da62297c78ab9552eef03fffcf6543f 

84b3e132a744a2c0bc3eac5a5f4b44d553068854a8fd170925f22bc4eb61111c3
SSDEEP 12288:9MJbavo7updlRkzm1jm043YxkPpYE4Oh:9MMowmyxm+S
Notes: 

• Extracted from PNG file downloaded from argentinocapuccho[dot]com/background.png.
• Written to disk and immediately executed with LoadLibraryA.
• This file is not removed; unless further execution stages clean it up, this will remain on disk. 

%appdatalocal%\<username>\Tioswe.dll
MD5 1c97e82ea070e48e32e5a26ea70f2ead
SHA1 1984fdd9041cf074bc64a2fc8e7592de720bf322
SHA256 bb551ef35c790476a20d73ef4710f4b2eed732529e06516ef2bd9170fa500a8c
SHA512 d2af9b6e672cdbf2e7f7dddf3de297a1df02dd5d4cd1edea17302dd08bffb1ad8afc93 

52691fd4e5fae104aef69aed3e801ceff23895d3bddd5ca49ebe0610bf
SSDEEP 1536:Xp+fk0vMWvZ4pblpNJgECc8ZkPsWjcdG0+ZZZZaGIEurEp6yB+v:8jH4bcZfGu7ru6Q+v
Notes: 

• Extracted from the PNG file downloaded by the previous stage from nawserty[.]com.
• Written to disk and used for persistence with a scheduled task.
• This file is not removed; unless further execution stages clean it up, this will remain on disk.
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Processes 
 
[Word Processor] > %TEMP%\in.com
Arguments %TEMP%\in.html
Notes: 

• Binary created by the Malicious VBA.
• Is a byte-for-byte copy %WINDIR%\system32\mshta.exe”.
• Invoked with the VBA “Shell” method as “%TEMP%\in.com 

%TEMP%\in.html” (note environment variables are expanded prior 
to this shell call).

• Will instantiate ActiveX components “msxml2.xmlhttp,” “adodb.
stream” and “wscript.shell” to progress exploit:
• msxml2.xmlhttp - used to reach out and download attacker 

payload.
• adodb.stream - used to drop downloaded content to 

“%TEMP%\temp.tmp”.
• wscript.shell - used to manipulate registry and invoke 

downloaded payload.
 
%TEMP%\in.com > regsvr32
Arguments %TEMP%\temp.tmp
Notes: 

• Not observed or investigated as %TEMP%\temp.tmp has not 
been retrieved.

• Invoked by %TEMP%\in.com (mshta.exe clone), using “wscript.
shell” instance “run” method.

Registry Keys 
 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\mysoftware1\key1
Value 14,008-character string embedded the in.html file. 

Base64-like (requires bespoke decode).
Type String (REG_SZ)
Notes: 

• Created, written, read then deleted. In quick succession.
• This key will no longer be present if exploitation is successful.
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Discovered Resources 
 
Other Suspect Domains 
(Domain, Status, Created, Expires, Download URL) 

• wild2486[dot]com, clientHold, 2020-10-26 18:51:15 UTC, 2021-
10-26 18:51:15 UTC, /update/GNg_gGJJQEELTaDBrzLev_GtTHMuY/
EVZ_bl DAURGKvMtYQlvPWhDlfjeBxHDlN/csyj1

• virtual9408[dot]com, active, 2020-10-26 18:51:19 UTC, 2021-10-
26 18:51:19 UTC,

• ticket6798[dot]com, active, 2020-10-26 18:51:23 UTC, 2021-10-
26 18:51:23 UTC,

• diamond2948[dot]com, clientHold, 2020-10-28 17:20:49 UTC, 
2021-10-28 17:20:49 UTC,  /update/hprlLISgHjlQlbvFnbXuqgnsMX_
xHLPjEmxKhghqUZt/zKTeh/chti4

• fame5810[dot]com, active, 2020-11-02 18:22:30 UTC, 2021-11-02 
18:22:30 UTC, 

• flag1571[dot]com,	active, 2020-11-02 18:22:33 UTC, 2021-11-02 
18:22:33 UTC, 

• garden1219[dot]com, active, 2020-11-02 18:22:36 UTC, 2021-11-
02 18:22:36 UTC, 

• profit3486[dot]com,	active, 2020-11-02 18:22:42 
UTC, 2021-11-02 18:22:42 UTC, /update/VCGSPgrZnC/
FdxMZPIplNBZlcEISXAgzMWGzCOQiJtBRX/gzlov1

• recycle9393[dot]com, clientHold, 2020-11-02 18:22:44 UTC, 
2021-11-02 18:22:44 UTC, 

• alley2857[dot]com, clientHold, 2020-11-03 20:51:18 
UTC, 2021-11-03 20:51:18 UTC, /update/NmMAGXjaPFkvRf_
wrVfu/ldAQhSSUqLbWgRXmlRfhbnjnyDKvFnpMiWYvhkmh_
WWVJVfDWDPnCLeBJcbY/xrei3

• shop4706[dot]com, clientHold, 2020-11-03 
20:51:27 UTC, 2021-11-03 20:51:27 UTC, /update/
NOkJdoOLNWFLQoQzhwsxLqtEHPDvDusmBsLAcVwigTCHjp_
xDSEubmGKUOrbnsfV_/xrei8

• essay9763[dot]com, clientHold, 2020-11-
04 20:16:31 UTC, 2021-11-04 20:16:31 UTC, /
update/VdlYZWmUkwXoKhIdRUkaZHUscJPjPFcbVOV_
cJwtroxpqerBjrQHjkKwOyxuXaM_Kbfrb/iuyala11

• oppose1345[dot]com, clientHold, 2020-11-04 20:16:39 
UTC, 2021-11-04 20:16:39 UTC, /update/TzjjNphW_
iqhAegfQcItABSqdiNhdfprIBGPp/hnlNlyBhBigidYjnCRAogXjX/iuyala13

• parent8700[dot]com, active, 2020-11-04 20:16:42 UTC, 2021-
11-04 20:16:42 UTC, /update/KWQezyTDDtO/DHYJHdOMYHcx_uUDJ/
NkHqHugtrNBcCnm/PzTwlAholekoYd_HBsjjDTwQOThOrtC/iuyala9

• soda8729[dot]com, clientHold, 2020-11-04 20:16:45 
UTC, 2021-11-04 20:16:45 UTC, /update/hfYjtijzjwdTPOpa_
CQBfoJqZUOMPjBffkBCZdPIQAEDzZSiL/qFdYOq/n/b_dSChZ/lDpktzH/
iuyala9

• story6649[dot]com, active, 2020-11-04 20:16:48 UTC, 2021-11-04 
20:16:48 UTC, /update/jcja/yCGHnwRmyMVTeCqljgln/

 
Public Sandbox Entries

• https://app.any.run/tasks/6959d47a-27ff-417f-800a-
d8bead90870e/

• https://app.any.run/tasks/1363b623-69bd-40ce-8021-
db61d4b88379/

• https://app.any.run/tasks/931daedf-0e24-4f22-92b3-
e8d33d987927/

• https://otx.alienvault.com/indicator/file/

https://app.any.run/tasks/6959d47a-27ff-417f-800a-d8bead90870e/
https://app.any.run/tasks/6959d47a-27ff-417f-800a-d8bead90870e/
https://app.any.run/tasks/1363b623-69bd-40ce-8021-db61d4b88379/
https://app.any.run/tasks/1363b623-69bd-40ce-8021-db61d4b88379/
https://app.any.run/tasks/931daedf-0e24-4f22-92b3-e8d33d987927/
https://app.any.run/tasks/931daedf-0e24-4f22-92b3-e8d33d987927/
https://otx.alienvault.com/indicator/file/
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Decoded Maldoc Content 

This content is the human readable – simplified VBA content. It hasn’t been 
run directly and may not compile, it is for reference only.

Appendix
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Decoded HTA Content (Top-Level) 

This content is the human readable, effective content of the  
top-level HTA application. It hasn’t been run directly and may not 
compile – it is for reference only.

Decoded HTA Content (Encoded JS) 

This content is the human readable, effective content for the 
wrapped JS. It hasn’t been run directly and may not compile  
– it is for reference only.
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PNG File Decrypter 

This content is the human readable, effective content for the wrapped JS. It hasn’t been run directly and may not compile – it is for 
reference only.

f

rom arc4 import ARC4

import ctypes

import sys

def calc_hash(plaintext):

    h = 0x811c9dc5

    prime = 0x1000193

    for i in range(0, len(plaintext)):

        val = int(plaintext[i])

        h = ctypes.c_uint32(h ^ val).value

        h = ctypes.c_uint32(h * prime).value

    return h

if __name__ == “__main__”:

    if len(sys.argv) == 1:

        print(“Usage: png_decrypt <filename> <version>”)

        exit(1)

    filename = sys.argv[1]

    try:

       

 with open(filename, ‘rb’) as f:

            contents = f.read()

    except Exception as e:

        print(f”Unable to open file: {e}”)

        exit(1)

    if contents[0:4] != b’\x89PNG’:

        print(“Doesn’t look like a png file to me...”)

        exit(1)

    print(f”Processing png file {filename}”)

    hdr_idx = 0

    while True:

        try:

            hdr_idx = contents.index(b’IDAT’, hdr_idx)

        except ValueError:

            # Get value error when can’t find another header - so we’re finished

            print(“Finished processing file.”)

            break
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 print(f”Found IDAT at {hdr_idx}”)

        section_length = int.from_bytes(contents[hdr_idx-4:hdr_idx], byteorder=’big’)

        
 pt_hash = int.from_bytes(contents[hdr_idx+4:hdr_idx+8], byteorder=’little’)

        key_len = int(contents[hdr_idx+8])

        print(f”\tSection length: {section_length}”)

        print(f”\tKey length: {key_len}”)

        print(f”\tHash in image: {pt_hash}”)

        if key_len == 0:

            # The key is the uint32_t that is present in the __io_r cookie / used to 
generate the filename that the image is saved as (via the %u format string)

            print(f”\tKey length is zero, using filename {filename}”)

            # There are two representations, depending on teh version of IcedID. On old 
ones, it was a number (produced with %u format string).

            # On newer versions it’s a hex string

            if filename.split(‘.’)[1] == ‘tmp’:

                # Older type

                k = int(filename.split(‘.’)[0].replace(“~”, “”))

            elif filename.split(‘.’)[1] == ‘png’:

                # newer type

                k = int(filename.split(‘.’)[0], 16)

            else:

                print(“Unable to parse filename”)

              

exit(1)

            key = k.to_bytes(4, byteorder=’little’)

        else:

            # The key is present in the image itself

            key = contents[hdr_idx+9:hdr_idx+9+key_len]

        arc4 = ARC4(key)

        # decrypt starting from end of key, going up to end of section (subtract 5 to 
include the IDAT magic and one byte key length)

        plaintext = arc4.decrypt(contents[hdr_idx+9+key_len:hdr_idx+9+section_
length-5])

        h = calc_hash(plaintext)

        print(f”\tCalculated hash {h}”)

        if h == pt_hash:

            print(“\t -> Hash checks out - saving file”)

            try:

                with open(f’{filename}_decrypted_{hex(hdr_idx)}.dat’, ‘wb’) as output_
file:

                    output_file.write(plaintext)

            except Exception as e:

                print(f”Error saving file - {e}”)

        else:

            print(“\t -> Hash doesn’t match - skipping”)

        hdr_idx += 1

PNG File Decrypter - Continued
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Founded in 2003, Nettitude is an award-winning provider of cybersecurity services, bringing 
innovative thought leadership to the ever-evolving cybersecurity marketplace. Leveraging our 
tenacious curiosity, we aim to operate at the forefront of the industry. Through our research and 
innovation centres, Nettitude provides threat led services that span technical assurance, consulting 
and managed detection and response offerings.

We are driven by a desire to build and deliver the best cybersecurity propositions in the industry and stay abreast of the evolving legislative and regulatory 
cybersecurity landscape. This helps our clients to prioritise their cybersecurity risks, enabling them to focus on the activities that are core to their business.

We aim to empower our clients, imparting knowledge, advice and assistance to help them deploy changes in behaviour, understanding, and where 
appropriate, culture. This methodology is at the core of our services, helping provide pragmatic cyber security for industries such as Finance & Banking, IT, 
Technology and Engineering, Maritime, Offshore, Retail, Healthcare, Manufacturing and Critical National Infrastructure.


